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I. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to outline a proof that
almost every compact manifold M of dimension greater or equal to
six, (or dimension greater or equal to five if dM = 0) can be triangulated as a combinatorial manifold. The word "almost" refers to two
types of restrictions we impose on M. First that TTI(M) be sufficiently
nice. Secondly, and more unpleasantly we require H*(M; Z2) = 0 and
IP(dM; Z 2 ) = 0 . Since the existence of triangulation implies uniqueness, a consequence of our result is a form of the Hauptvermutung
which covers some cases previously not done. For example
WhOn(Jlf))=0.
The proofs of the announced theorems make use of a number of
recent results, and thus represent a collective mathematical achievement. The fundamental breakthrough is due to Kirby in [3], who
first established what we refer to as Lemma 2, conjectured Proposition 3, and recognized its importance for triangulating manifolds and
for the annulus conjecture. Other important geometric ingredients
are due to Lees [4] and Lashof [5]. A self-contained and straightforward geometric proof of the theorem based on these results is
possible if one is willing to assume M is 4-connected. The more general form stated above depends on delicate and difficult algebraic
results of Hsiang and Shaneson [2], Shaneson [7], and Wall [8]. We
understand that Kirby and Siebenmann also have obtained similar
results.
In this note, I, we outline a proof of our main technical result,
Theorem 3. In II, we show how this implies the results of the first
paragraph.
The following is a useful trick, first observed by Kervaire.
LEMMA 1. Let<f>: XXR—>YXR
be a homeomorphism where X, Y are
compact spaces and R the real numbers. Then there exist a homeomorphism \f/\ XXSl-^YXSl
such that f or e > 0 and sufficiently small the
following diagram commutes :

XX

[-e,e]^>YXR
I 1 X exp

XXS1
1

i 1 X exp
>
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Further if X and Y are PL manifolds and <j>\dXXR is PL (piecewise
linear) y then we can choose \p such that ^ | dXXS1 is PL.
The following lemma is the fundamental geometric observation of
Kirby [2].
2. Let X: BkXtn^>BkXtn
be a homeomorphism where Bk is a
k
homeomorph of the unit k ball in R and tn is the n torus, the Cartesian
product of S1 with itself n times. Suppose \\dBkXtn
= identity. Let
X: Bk XRn—>Bk XRn be a covering map of X, determined uniquely in
case k^l by the condition that \\dBkXRn
= identity. Then X is isotopic
to the identity by an isotopy that is the identity on the boundary, dBk XRnLEMMA

3. Suppose k^3 and h: BkXtn-*BkXtn
is a homeomorphism such that h restricted to a neighborhood of dBkXtn is PL.
Then some finite cover of hy h, is homotopic to a PL homeomorphism h'
with h = h' on a neighborhood of dBkXtn.
PROPOSITION

If k^5 then an easy application of the results of Farrell [ l l ] and
induction on n shows that h itself is homotopic to an appropriate PL
homeomorphism h'. For k < 5 the result depends on a delicate analysis
of Hsiang and Shaneson [2], or alternatively Wall [8].
4. Let X: BkXtn-*BkXtn
be a homeomorphism, fe^3,
PL in a neighborhood of dBkXtn.
Then some covering map X: BkXRn-*BkXRn
of\ is isotopic to a PL
homeomorphism Xi by an isotopy \t, with X* = X on a neighborhood of
dBkXRn.
COROLLARY

First choose a finite cover of X, X1 with X1 restricted to a
neighborhood of dBkXtn extendable to a PL homeomorphism a:
BkXtn—>BkXtn. This is possible by Lemma 3. Then by Lemma 2 the
appropriate universal covering of orW, ór 1 ^ 1 , is isotopic via yt to a
PL homeomorphism where y t = identity on a neighborhood of
dBkXRn. Then àyt is an isotopy of X to a PL homeomorphism with
óyt = X on a neighborhood of dBkXRn.
We now come to our major theorem, which has also been proven
independently by Kirby.
PROOF.

1. Let ƒ : BkXRn-*BkXRn
be an imbedding of the pair
(B XR , dB XRn)->(BkXRn,
dBkXRn) such that f maps a neighborhood of dBkXRn piecewise linearly onto a neighborhood of
dBkXRn.
Suppose ky^3f k+n^5.
Then ƒ is isotopic to a PL imbedding f±
through an isotopy f\ (fo =ƒ) such that f t =ƒ on a neighborhood ofdBk XRn.
THEOREM

k

n

k

PROOF. We will prove in detail the weaker result which is sufficient
for our purposes, which says that for any e > 0 , ƒ restricted to BkXD^,
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D* is the n disk of radius e, is homotopic through immersions ft to
a PL immersion/i where ƒ*=ƒ on a neighborhood of dBkXRn- We
will indicate how the same method with sufficient attention to the
details will imply Theorem 1 as stated.
By the engulfing theorem, there exists an isotopy of the identity
ht: BkXRn->BkXRn,
A* = identity on a neighborhood of
dBkXRn
k
k
n
k
\Jf(B XD?)
such that hîf(B XR )DB XD?
for any finite r.
First chooser' with f(BkXD?)CBkXD?>.
We can choose a smooth
tn-xCRn with O G ^ " 1 such that Dnr'Ctn-xXRCRn.
Finally we choose
an BnT with D^Ct^XRCD^CR"We now use the isotopy ht as
above to a l t e r / , or what is the same thing, we can assume BkXD?
Cf(BkXRn).
We then have
BkXD^Cf-1(BkXD^)Cf-1(BkXtn-1XR)CBkXRn.
Now as in (6) there exists a PL homeomorphism i: BkXtn~1XR—+
f-^BtXt^XR)
and thus f0=fi:
BkXtn-1XR->BkXtn~lXR
is a
homeomorphism which is PL on a neighborhood of the boundary.
Further i~l: BkXD"->BkXtn~1XR
is PL and by stretching R, one can
assume that i~l(BkXD7ï)CBkXtn-1X
[-a, a], where a > 0 is small.
We now apply Lemma 1 to get a homeomorphism \[/, PL near the
boundary, \f/: BkXtn-^BkXtn
and a PL embedding j :
BkXD"-+BkXtn
1
k
n
k n l
such that xp'j' ^fai" =f\ B XD t. Where ƒ is a lift of j to B Xt ~
XR
and ipr is a corresponding cover of ip .We now have the following
commutative diagram
Bk X Rn

> Bk X Rn

Ï exp
k

n l

i exp
k

tn~l XRCBk

B X t ~ XR-*B X

i

X Ru

t

BkXD:^BkXtn—^—,BkXtn
where ƒ is a PL embedding and f\BkXD"
= exp \f/J. By Corollary 4,
$ is isotopic relative to a neighborhood of the boundary to a PL
homeomorphism ^i, through isotopy \j/t. But then exp \f/tJ provides
the required homotopy through immersions. This proves the weaker
result.
To prove the theorem as stated it is sufficient to show \pj is isotopic
to \f/'j' through an ambient PL isotopy of the identity on
BkXRn.
This can be done along the lines of [ó].
Q.E.D.
THEOREM

2. Let n>k, h^Z and w ^ S . Then irk(PLn)-*Trk{Topn)

is

surjective.
PROOF.

Let (Dny Dk) be the standard disk pair. Let p: U-^Dn be
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a topological immersion, where U is a neighborhood of Dk in Dn,
such that p restricted to a neighborhood of dDk = identity. We identify
p, p' if they agree on a neighborhood of Dk. Isotopies of such (i.e.
"regular homotopies") are defined in the obvious way, and we let
7T'OP be the set of isotopy classes.
By Lees immersion theorem [4], IrZP=Wk(Topn). If we replace
topological by piecewise linear in the above, we define ip'*, and by
the result of Haefliger-Poenaru [ l ] , ipL=7TA;(PLn) and we have a
commutative diagram induced by the map PL n —»Top n :
/ P L SÉ 7T*(PLn)

I
/To*p S

t
7T*(T0p n )

Then the theorem will follow if we can show that every germ of a
topological immersion p : U-*Dn, p = identity in a neighborhood of
dDn, is isotopic to a PL immersion.
We can assume by shrinking U, that U = Dkx£>"~k. The immersion p : U-*Dn induces a PL-structure on U such that if we denote U
with the induced PL-structure by W, p = hp'; where p ' : W—>Dn is a
PL-immersion and h: U-^W is a homeomorphism with h\dU PL.
We consider two cases.
Case I. k<n/2,
k^3.
We may extend the PL embedding of h \ dDh to a PL embedding of
(£>*, aD*)->(ÏF, dT»0. Since k<n/2, Dk has a trivial normal PL bundle. By engulfing it follows that W is PL equivalent to DkXRn~k.
By Theorem 1, A is isotopic to a PL homeomorphism relative to dU.
Hence p is isotopic to a PL immersion relative to d U.
Case II. k^n/2, J M 3 .
Since w ^ 5 , &^4. Then we may apply Siebenmann's relative splitting theorem [ó], to prove W is PL equivalent to DkXRn~k. For the
case k = 4, one must use the fact that any PL manifold, the homotopy
type of &XS1, is P L equivalent to S^XS1 [7]. Apply Theorem 1 to
obtain our result.
Addendum. For & = 3, and w ^ 5 , 7r 3 (Top n /PL n ) is at most Z 2 .
Hsiang and Shaneson have shown the obstruction to the splitting
theorem and the suitability of (k, n) for k = 3, lies in Z 2 . Further,
our construction defines a homeomorphism X of 7r3(Topn/PLn) into Z 2 .
Since a£7r3(Top n /PL n ) vanishes if and only if the obstruction \(a)
vanishes, X is a monomorphism.
THEOREM
1

3. For w ^ S , k<n, J M 3 :

Trk(PLn)=Trk(Topn).2

In the stable case, w = 00, this was first proved by Kirby and Siebenmann.
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P R O O F . For k<n — 1, this follows from Theorem 2, and the fact
that7Tjfc(PL7l)—>7Tfc(PL) and ^(PL)—>7nfc(Top) are monomorphisms (see
[6] and [lO]).
For k = n — 1, consider the commutative diagram :
7Tn(PLn_|_i) —» 7 r n ( P L n + i , P L n )
4 OJl

—•> 7Tn-l(PL w ) —» 7T n _l(PL n _|_i)

J, «2

J, OLz

I «4

7 T n ( T 0 p n + i ) —> 7Tn(Top n +l, T o p n ) —» 7 T n - l ( T o p n ) —> 7 T n - l ( T o p n + i )

By the first paragraph of this proof, a 4 is an isomorphism. By (1) of
[lO], 7T n -i(PL n+ i, P L n ) = 0 ; and by (12) of [lO], a2 is a monomorphism, a 3 , #i are onto by Theorem 2. It follows by diagram chasing
that as is an isomorphism.
REMARK. Since otz is an isomorphism all n ^ 5, a\ is an isomorphism,
and hence a2: 7r n (PL n+ i, PLn)—>7rn(Topn+i, Top n ) is an isomorphism
all»è5.
REMARK. If we denote by PL n , Top n the corresponding block
bundle groups, Theorem 1 may be interpreted as stating that
7T^(PLJ =7r*(Top n ) all n, fe^3. Also ^ ( T o p ^ l P L J =7TA;(Top| PL) all

k, n^S.
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